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Calculation of the vibrational linewidth and line shape
of Raman spectra using the relaxation function. II. Application
to the mixture neon–nitrogen with inhomogeneous broadening
due to concentration fluctuations

M. Eline Kooi, Jan P. J. Michels,a) and Jan A. Schouten
Van der Waals–Zeeman Institute, Valckenierstraat 65, 1018 XE Amsterdam, The Netherlands

~Received 7 April 1999; accepted 13 October 1999!

The Raman spectra of nitrogen in the mixture neon–nitrogen have been measured for neon mole
fractions,xM , of 0.10, 0.65, and 0.95 at 296 K and 408 K up to the solidification pressure. It was
found that the frequency increases as a function ofxM . The linewidth is strongly composition
dependent, with a very large value forxM50.65. Further, it is shown that the width decreases as a
function of temperature. Molecular dynamics simulations have been performed in order to calculate
the linewidth and shape, using the relaxation function. The simulations are in good agreement with
experiment. It is shown that the increase in linewidth in the intermediate concentration range is due
to an increase of the correlation time, rather than an increase of the amplitude of modulation. In this
range inhomogeneous broadening due to concentration fluctuations occur: the vibrational line shape
starts to deviate from a Lorentzian curve, and gets a Gaussian component. The simulations also
provide insight into the relatively large decrease of the width as a function of temperature in the
intermediate concentration range. When the temperature is increased from 296 to 408 K, the
amplitude of modulation increases, but the correlation time decreases more. ©2000 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!51602-X#
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INTRODUCTION

Although the vibration frequency of a molecule orig
nates mainly from theintramolecularforces, in a dense sys
tem the contribution of theintermolecularforces is impor-
tant too. The influence of these forces is also evident in
linewidth and the shape of the spectrum, which reflects
variations in the local environment of the molecule in spa
and time. The experimental linewidth is, in general, differe
from the amplitude of modulation due to the dynamics of
system. Thus, both the fluctuations in space and time
relevant. In a pure system density fluctuations far from
critical point have a small wavelength and a high frequen
resulting in motional narrowing of the spectral line. In mi
tures, concentration fluctuations may also play a role.
cently, Muller, vanden Bout, and Berg1 have shown that in
mixtures far from the critical point, the lifetime of concen
tration fluctuations is rather long, namely 4–7 ps. This c
lead to inhomogeneous broadening of the spectral line. G
lego, Somoza, and Blanco2 have determined the concentr
tion fluctuations in mixtures of hard spheres. For ha
spheres of equal size the maximum in fluctuations occurs
equimolar systems while for systems with different dia
eters the maximum shifts to lower concentrations of
smaller component. On the other hand, Moser, Asenba
and Döge3 have measured the vibrational linewidth of th
C–H vibration of CH2I2 diluted with liquid CCl4 as a func-
tion of composition. They found a maximum in width fo
60% CCl4, the component with the smaller diameter. T

a!Electronic mail: jmichels@wins.uva.nl
1400021-9606/2000/112(3)/1404/9/$17.00
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reason for this discrepancy is not clear. The linewidth at
maximum is almost twice that of pure CH2I2.

In a later paper4 these authors extended the model p
posed by Knapp and Fisher5 for calculating the line shape
They considered two-particle exchange processes in
nearest-neighbor shell of the reference molecule and fi
interaction times between the molecules. The calcula
band shapes in pure liquids deviate from Lorentzian profi
in contrast with the results of Knapp and Fisher, but in agr
ment with experimental data obtained for CH2I2.

In earlier papers6,7 it was shown that the linewidth o
Lorentzian profiles can be obtained from computer simu
tions using the Kubo8 expression for the fast modulation re
gime. In paper I both the line shape and linewidth of no
Lorentzian profiles~the intermediate Kubo regime! have
been determined by computer simulations using the re
ation function. This method is particularly suitable for mi
tures where inhomogeneous line broadening is import
Computer simulations of the relaxation function of liquid N2

and CH3I have been performed recently by Gayathri a
Bagchi9 in order to investigate the subquadratic quantu
number dependence of vibrational overtone dephasing. T
found that the nonquadratic dependence can be expe
when the decay of the frequency autocorrelation function
largely Gaussian and the time scale of this decay is com
rable to that of the autocorrelation function of the norm
coordinate. In our work we are primarily interested in t
calculation of the Raman linewidth and line shape, wh
requires Fourier analyses of the relaxation function. Gaya
and Bagchi~GB! did not take into account the dispersio
correction but in many cases this gives a considerable c
4 © 2000 American Institute of Physics

e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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tribution to the linewidth~and thus to the dephasing time!.6 It
might be expected that in mixtures the contribution is ev
more important. Vibration–rotation~VR! coupling is also
important, in particular at higher temperatures. GB neglec
the cross correlation between the VR term and the other c
tributions. However, these cross terms have a larger v
and are of opposite sign compared to that of
autocorrelation.10,11 This also explains the discrepancy b
tween the results of Oxtoby and co-workers10 and of GB
with respect to the VR term. In order to predict quantitative
the vibrational line shape one needs to know the poten
surface very accurately.10 Therefore, we have used a mo
realistic potential than the Lennard-Jones model, namely
van der Waals part of the Etters potential.12 To speed up the
calculations we have omitted the quadrupole interacti
Moreover, it provides an opportunity to study the underlyi
mechanisms in more detail since the various contribution
the frequency autocorrelation function are obtained se
rately. Possibly, the discrepancy with respect to the ma
mum in concentration fluctuations between the hard sph
results and those of Moser, Asenbaum, and Do¨ge3 can be
explained.

The advantages of nitrogen as a model system have
elucidated previously.13 As the second component we ha
chosen neon for the following reasons. The molecule
spherical, nonpolar, and has a simple interaction with ni
gen. Thus, the simulations are similar to those for pure
trogen and the results are not complicated by extra rotatio
degrees of freedom or polar effects. The vibration freque
of nitrogen diluted with neon shows a large shift compa
to that of pure nitrogen, which is a necessary condition
obtain an appreciable inhomogeneous line broadening. S
inhomogeneous line broadening also occurs due to crit
density and/or concentration fluctuations,13 and since the
critical region extends far from the critical line, the syste
should be far from critical conditions as well. The critic
line of neon–nitrogen moves from the critical point of nitr
gen~122 K! toward lower temperatures and disappears un
the crystallization surface of nitrogen at 70 K and 0.
GPa.14 Thus, at room temperature and high pressure,
system is far from any critical state.

To make a comparison with experiment, we have p
formed measurements on three mixtures, one of the mixt
having a neon mole fraction of 0.65. If the diameters of
molecules are far from equal, the mole fraction is not a go
measure of the composition for the description of the effe
under consideration. In the case of CH2I2–CCl4 the micro-
scopiccomposition turns out to be a good alternative.3,4 A
similar parameter is the volume fraction, often used to
scribe critical phenomena. In the case of neon–nitrogen
volume fractions are equal for 65% neon. Therefore,
maximum in linewidth is to be expected at this compositio

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS

The experimental procedure can be found in Ref.
Three mixtures were prepared with neon mole fractions,xM ,
of 0.10, 0.65, and 0.95. The Raman spectra of nitrogen in
fluid neon–nitrogen mixtures have been measured at c
stant temperature as a function of pressure up to the so
loaded 24 May 2011 to 131.155.151.8. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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fication point. The mixtures withxM50.95 and 0.65 were
investigated at 296 and 408 K, and the mixture withxM

50.10 at 296 K.
The experimental spectra have to be deconvoluted w

the experimentally determined instrumental resolution fu
tion. The resolution function has a Voigt profile with a fu
width at half-maximum~FWHM! of 0.74 cm21. It turns out
that most of the spectra can be fitted better by the conv
tion of the instrumental function with a Lorentzian curv
than with a Gaussian curve, using the least-squares crite
Therefore, we convoluted several Lorentzians with the re
lution function and compared the result with the experime
tal spectrum. The Lorentzian which provides the best agr
ment with experiment is used to determine the FWHM.

The peak position of the vibrational spectra,n, as a func-
tion of pressure have been plotted in Fig. 1. The Ram
frequencies increase monotonically as a function of press
At higher pressure, the slope is slightly decreasing. It
shown that the frequency is strongly composition depend
and increases as a function ofxM . Within experimental ac-
curacy the vibrational spectra at 296 and 408 K have
same frequency for the mixtures withxM50.95 and 0.65.

In Fig. 2 the Raman frequency as a function of the m
fraction, xM ~closed symbols!, and the volume fraction,xV

~open symbols!, at 296 K has been plotted. In the next se
tion it will be described how the mole fractions are convert
to volume fractions. It is shown that the frequency is line
dependent on the volume fraction within experimen
accuracy.

The FWHM of the deconvoluted spectra have been p
ted in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the FWHM is strong
composition dependent, and that the largest value for
width occurs forxM50.65 for all pressures and temper
tures. The linewidth increases strongly as a function of pr
sure. It is interesting to note that the width ofxM50.10 as a

FIG. 1. Results of the Raman frequency of N2 in Ne–N2 vs the pressure at
constant temperature.T5296 K: inverted triangles,x50.10; triangles,x
50.65; squares,x50.95. T5408 K: circles,x50.65; diamonds,x50.95.
Closed symbols, experiments; open symbols, simulations.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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function of pressure shows a steeper increase than tha
xM50.95, and above 2.7 GPa the width ofxM50.10 is
larger than that ofxM50.95. Note that the mixture withxM

50.10 solidifies at 4.4 GPa. Finally, it is shown that t
width at 296 K is larger than that at 408 K. For the sake
clarity, the linewidth of pure nitrogen is not plotted in Fig.
but this width is slightly smaller than that ofxM50.10.

MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS AND
RESULTS

The procedure which has been used for the calculat
is described in paper I. The dynamical simulations of flu
mixtures of neon and nitrogen have been performed o
model system with a total number of 256 particles. In ord
to cover the whole composition range, also two simulatio
on pure nitrogen have been made; the latter with 384 p
ticles. For the mutual nitrogen interaction, the same mo
potential has been adopted as described in part I. For

FIG. 2. Experimental results of the Raman frequency of N2 in Ne–N2 at 296
K vs the mole fraction~solid symbols! and the volume fraction~open sym-
bols!. Solid lines and dashed lines are guides to the eyes. Points for pur2

are from Ref. 16. Note, that the frequency of pure fluid N2 at 4.35 GPa has
been obtained by extrapolation, since pure N2 is in the solid phase at 4.35
GPa and 296 K. The dotted line is the Raman frequency of N2 in He–N2 as
a function of volume fraction~Ref. 16!.

FIG. 3. FWHM of the vibrational spectrum of N2 in Ne–N2 vs the pressure
at constant temperature.T5296 K: inverted triangles,x50.10; triangles,
x50.65; squares,x50.95. T5408 K: circles, x50.65; diamonds,x
50.95. Closed symbols, experiments; open symbols, simulations. Do
lines, fits through experimental data; solid lines, fits through simulation d
loaded 24 May 2011 to 131.155.151.8. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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mutual interaction of neon, and the interaction between n
and the atom sites of nitrogen, exponential-6 potentials h
been adopted:

f~r !5
e

a26 S 6 expFaS 12
r

r m
D G2aS r m

r D 6D ~1!

in which e represents the well depth of the potential,a the
stiffness of the repulsive part at short distances, andr m the
diameter at the minimum of the well. The following param
eter values have been applied:

r m(Å) «/kB~K! a
Ne–Ne 3.147 38.0 14.50
Ne–Natom 3.440 38.7 14.52
(Natom– Natom 3.73 39.4 14.55!

The last quoted parameters are not applied for the dynam
but only used for the calculation of the Ne–Natom interaction
using the Lorentz–Berthelot rule. During the simulation
four terms~and their cross correlations! that contribute to a
change of the frequency with respect to a nonrotating m
ecule were registered:

~a! The external force acting along the molecular a
~E1!.

~b! The derivative of the external force along the axis, co
tributing to the harmonic force of the vibrator~E2!.

~c! The vibration–rotation coupling~VR!.
~d! The dispersion correction, which corrects for th

change in polarizability at excitation of the vibrato
~DC!.

The resonant-transfer term was not taken into account s
its contribution is already small for liquid nitrogen,9 thus
certainly at high temperatures and in mixtures.

The calculations are performed on systems with pr
sures from 2.4 to 4.35 GPa, and at 296 and 408 K. Note
at 296 K and 2.4 GPa, and at 408 K and 4.35 GPa, nitro
is near the melting line. In order to determine the volum
fraction of neon as a function of the mole fraction eig
relative short simulation runs have been done at 296 K
2.4 GPa as a function of mole fraction. For each run
density has been determined, and is compared to the de
ties of the pure systems. From these parameters the vol
fraction can be calculated. Next, the volume fractions ha
been plotted as a function of mole fraction, and a polynom
function of the fourth order is fitted through these points.

In order to determine the dispersion correction~DC! for
nitrogen in neon, a series of eleven relative short runs h
been made forone nitrogen particle in a box of 255 neo
particles. From these runs the frequency shift without D
was obtained as a function of pressure at 296 K. As m
tioned in the previous section, a linear behavior is seen
the Raman shift as a function of the volume fraction in t
mixtures. For comparison between the simulations and
perimental data, the values of the shift, measured at 29
with volume fractions of 0.48 and 0.90 have been extra
lated linearly to 100% neon. The results can be given i
functional form:

N

ed
a.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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n52328.4615.06p20.11p2 ~2!

with n in cm21, and p in GPa, valid for 0.25 GPa,p
,5.0 GPa. Both the extrapolation and the molecular dyna
ics ~MD! results are given in Fig. 4.

As has been done in previous studies,6,7 the DC is intro-
duced as an addition of a Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential to
site–site interaction between a neon and a nitrogenatom.
Appropriate parameter values turned out to be:e/kB

50.11 K; s53.29 Å. The results for the shift including thi
DC are also given in Fig. 4.

The dispersion correction for each of thefour site–site
interactions between nitrogen molecules has been de
mined in previous work; a suitable set of parameters
been found to bee/kB50.32 K; s52.96 Å. Thus, the DC

FIG. 4. MD simulations of the Raman frequency of N2 infinitely diluted in

Ne (xV51.0*) vs pressure at 296 K. Circles, without DC; squares, with D
solid line, extrapolation from experimental data toxV51.0.
loaded 24 May 2011 to 131.155.151.8. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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for the neon–nitrogen interaction is considerably less th
for the nitrogen–nitrogen interaction, reflecting the relati
low polarizability of neon.

The results of the simulations have been presented
Table I. In order to maintain the statistical accuracy, t
number of time steps in a simulation run,N, is increased at
decreasing nitrogen concentrations. In the first columns
static parameters are plotted. At these temperatures and
sures the mixtures are in the homogeneous fluid phase. In
next columns the parameters which can be derived dire
from the MD simulations have been presented. The am
tude of modulation,D, is plotted in Fig. 5~a!. It increases
slightly as a function ofxM . The difference inD for pure
nitrogen, and for infinite dilution, is only 6%. The value ofD
increases by about 23% when the pressure is increased
2.4 to 4.35 GPa, and it increases by about 20% when
temperature is increased from 296 to 408 K. The correlat
time, tc , is plotted in Fig. 5~b!. It is strongly composition
dependent, and has a maximum value for concentration
the range 50–75 mol % neon. At 2.4 GPa and 296 K its va
decreases by more than a factor of 3 from 75 mol % neon
infinite dilution. The correlation time increases by 24%–42
when the pressure is increased from 2.4 to 4.35 GPa, an
decreases by 39%–54% when the temperature is incre
from 296 to 408 K.

According to the Kubo theory8 the FWHM of the spec-
tral line is given by 2D2tc in the fast modulation regime
which is defined by the condition thatDtc!1. Therefore, the
values of 2D2tc and the Kubo parameter are also given
Table I. It is shown that the Kubo parameter, defined
Dtc , is composition dependent, and has a maximum valu
50–75 mol %. The value ofDtc decreases as a function o

;

TABLE I. Results of analysis of MD simulations.

Mol %
Ne p ~GPa! T ~K!

^n&
~cm21!

D/2pc
~cm21! tc (ps) Dtc

2D2tc

~cm21!
npeak

~cm21!
FWHM
~cm21!

x2 ~Gauss!/
x2~Lorentz! tn (ps)

tm

~ps!
N

~time steps!

0 2.4 296 2333.60 6.660 0.0736 0.090 1.23 2333.57 1.20 1000 1 15 53104

12.55 2.4 296 2334.05 6.690 0.0852 0.107 1.44 2334.02 1.36 30 7.5 22.5 63104

25.10 2.4 296 2334.59 6.754 0.0915 0.117 1.57 2334.56 1.57 9 7.5 22.5 83104

37.65 2.4 296 2335.21 6.801 0.1069 0.137 1.86 2335.19 1.70 4 7.5 22.5 103104

50.20 2.4 296 2335.89 6.812 0.1299 0.167 2.27 2335.86 1.86 2 15 30 123104

65.88 2.4 296 2336.90 6.908 0.1337 0.174 2.41 2336.91 1.84 4 18 21 203104

75.29 2.4 296 2337.62 6.969 0.1457 0.191 2.67 2337.64 1.84 2 15 37.5 203104

87.84 2.4 296 2338.81 7.048 0.1168 0.155 2.19 2338.82 1.61 4 15 35 403104

94.12 2.4 296 2339.48 7.074 0.0726 0.097 1.37 2339.50 1.27 10 7.5 37.5 403104

97.25 2.4 296 2339.85 7.087 0.0534 0.075 1.01 2339.88 1.01 40 15 30 803104

100a 2.4 296 2340.10 7.117 0.0445 0.060 0.85 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

12.55 3.10 296 2336.62 7.314 0.0904 0.125 1.82 2336.60 1.79 50 7.5 15 63104

12.55 3.67 296 2338.75 7.822 0.1029 0.152 2.37 2338.69 2.39 10 7.5 15 83104

65.88 4.35 296 2344.51 8.509 0.1657 0.266 4.52 2344.51 3.31 2 12 18 203104

0 2.4 408 2333.93 8.030 0.0481 0.073 1.17 2333.91 1.18 700 5 25 53104

12.55 2.4 408 2334.28 8.083 0.0511 0.078 1.26 2334.25 1.32 70 3 37.5 73104

25.10 2.4 408 2334.79 8.129 0.0530 0.083.1.32 2334.76 1.45 20 3 37.5 83104

37.65 2.4 408 2335.40 8.230 0.0650 0.100 1.66 2335.37 1.51 20 3 37.5 103104

50.20 2.4 408 2335.99 8.193 0.0776 0.120 1.97 2335.99 1.54 10 7.5 45 123104

65.88 2.4 408 2336.98 8.286 0.0656 0.102 1.70 2336.96 1.62 10 18 30 203104

75.29 2.4 408 2337.66 8.342 0.0674 0.106 1.77 2337.66 1.51 9 3 37.5 403104

94.12 2.4 408 2339.35 8.465 0.0414 0.066 1.12 2339.35 1.15 50 7.5 37.5 403104

0 4.35 408 2341.34 9.910 0.0656 0.123 2.43 2341.30 2.43 200 2 10 53104

65.88 4.35 408 2344.81 10.21 0.0931 0.179 3.66 2344.78 2.77 6 12 18 203104

aNitrogen infinitely diluted in neon.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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temperature, and increases as a function of pressure in
temperature and pressure range investigated in this wor

Since the value ofDtc is larger in the mixture than in
pure nitrogen, it is questionable whether the mixtures are
the fast modulation regime.

The results of the calculated spectra obtained by Fou
transformation of the relaxation function are plotted in t
next columns. As described in paper I, the relaxation fu
tion has been fitted by an exponential function in the ran
tn,t,tm , and this function has been used for extrapolat
for t.tm . The parameterstn and tm have been given in
Table I as well. It has been verified that the exponen
decay sets in fort,tn and that the results are not sensitive
the choice of these parameters. The peak positions of
calculated spectra show good correspondence with^n&. The
deviation is less than 0.04. The FWHM of the calculat
spectra are plotted in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! ~closed symbols! as
a function of mole and volume fraction, respectively. T
solid and dashed curves are given as a guide to the eyes
width at 408 K is smaller than that at 296 K. The maximu
in the width occurs forxM'0.65, andxV'0.5.

The values of the FWHM of the calculated spectra ha
been compared with those obtained using the assump
that the systems are in the fast modulation regime~open
symbols! (Dtc!1), where the FWHM is equal to 2D2tc .8

For xM50.97, and pure nitrogen, the values obtained for
FWHM using these two methods are the same within
accuracy of the calculations. For the other compositions

FIG. 5. ~a! The amplitude of modulation,D, as a function of the neon mole
fraction at 2.4 GPa. Squares,T5296 K; circles,T5408 K. ~b! Correlation
time, tc , vs xM at 2.4 GPa. Squares,T5296 K; circles,T5408 K.
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linewidths of the calculated spectra are considerably sma
than the values obtained using the assumption that the
tem is in the fast modulation regime. Due to the uncertai
in tc , the scatter in the values 2D2tc is much more than in
the width of the calculated spectra.

In Fig. 1 it can be seen that the simulation results of
vibrational peak positions are in good agreement with
experimental data. In Fig. 3 the widths of the calculat
spectra withxM50.13, 0.66, and 0.94 have been compar
with the experimental results. There is a good qualitative a
reasonable quantitative correspondence between the ex
mental data and the simulation results. In conformity w
experiment the width at 296 K is larger than at 408 K. T
calculated slopes of the spectral width versus the pressure
also similar to experimental findings. In addition, again
accordance with experiments, the spectral linewidth ofxM

50.66 is much larger than that ofxM50.13 and 0.94. The
calculated linewidths are slightly overestimated compared
experiment, but this is also the case for pure nitrogen. Si
the values of 2D2tc are larger than the FWHM of the calcu
lated spectra, especially in the intermediate concentra
range, it is obvious that the widths of the calculated spec
are in better agreement with experiment than the val
2D2tc .

Three typical relaxation functions for mixtures withxM

50.97, 0.66, and pure nitrogen at 296 K have been plo

FIG. 6. ~a! Calculated FWHM as a function of neon mole fraction at 2
GPa; open symbols, according to 2D2tc ; closed symbols, full analysis by
calculation of the Fourier transform of relaxation function; squares,T
5296 K; circles,T5408 K. ~b! Similar to ~a!, but as a function of volume
fraction.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 7. ~a! Relaxation functions. Solid line,xM50.0; dashed line,xM

50.66; dotted line,xM50.97. ~b! Calculated spectra~dots!, obtained by
Fourier transformation of the relaxation functions forxM50.0 and xM

50.97 given in~a!. Solid lines are Lorentzian fits of the spectra.~c! Similar
to ~b! but for xM50.66.
loaded 24 May 2011 to 131.155.151.8. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
on a logarithmic scale in Fig. 7~a!. The slowest decay of the
relaxation function occurs forxM50.97, and the fastest de
cay for xM50.66. For smallt the relaxation functions of the
system withxM50.66 clearly decays nonexponentially. Th
exponential decay of the relaxation sets in fort,0.2 ps, at 7
ps, and at 2 ps for pure nitrogen,xM50.66, and xM

50.972, respectively. Three typical calculated spectra
given in Figs. 7~b! and 7~c!. The points represent the calcu
lated spectra, the solid line represents a Lorentzian fit.
line shape of the calculated spectrum of pure nitrogen can
fitted very well with a Lorentzian curve. The calculated lin
shape forxM50.66 deviates from the Lorentzian fit, i
agreement with expectations, since the relaxation function
this mixture decays nonexponentially for small values ot.
The spectrum forxM50.97 can be fitted well with a Lorent
zian curve, although the spectrum is slightly asymmetric.

In Table I the ratio of the values ofx2 for a Gaussian
and Lorentzian fit have been given. For all systems inve
gated in this work this ratio is larger than unity, indicatin
that the calculated spectra can be fitted better with a Lor
zian than a Gaussian curve. Since the ratio decreases a
orders of magnitude in the composition range 50–75 mo
neon, it is concluded that in this range the shape of the
culated spectrum deviates most from a Lorentzian line sha
and that the line shape gets a Gaussian component. The
culated spectra of all the systems investigated in this w
can be fitted very well with Voigt functions. In Table II th
frequency correlation times of the various mechanisms
pure N2 and for xM50.66 are compared. In most cases t
changes are not essential, except fortc of the dispersion
correction. In this casetc has increased by a factor 20. Als
given are the relative values for the amplitude of modulati
These values do not differ much.

As described in paper I, fort.tm the relaxation function
has been extrapolated using an exponential fit. In the
modulation regime (Dtc!1) the linewidth can be calculate
from these exponents, according to

FWHM5~T2pc!21, ~3!

whereT2
21 is the exponent of the exponential fit of the r

laxation function, andc the speed of light. For pure nitrogen
the values of the FWHM calculated according to Eq.~3! give
consistent results with the FWHM of the calculated spec
utions
TABLE II. The simulated frequency correlation times of the various mechanisms and the relative contrib
to the amplitude of modulation for pure N2 and forxM50.66.

ij

100% N2 66% Ne

tc (ps) D i , j /D total tc (ps) D i , j /D total

E1–E1 0.0441 0.4823 0.0356 0.5029
E2–E2 0.0015 0.0187 0.0017 0.0234
VR–VR 0.0077 0.0744 0.0062 0.0684
DC–DC 0.0039 0.0460 0.0781 0.0381
E1–E21E2–E1 0.0160 0.1795 0.0142 0.2026
E1–VR1VR–E1 20.0141 0 20.0123 0
E1–DC1DC–E1 0.0141 0.1679 0.0154 0.1371
E2–VR1VR–E2 20.0024 0 20.0023 0
E2–DC1DC–E2 0.0025 0.0302 0.0097 0.0274
VR–DC1DC–VR 20.0034 0 20.0022 0
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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For the neon–nitrogen mixtures this is no longer valid. T
deviation gets large for the systems with a large value of
Kubo parameter. For example, for the 38% mixture at 296
and 2.4 GPa, the FWHM of the calculated spectrum is eq
to 1.70 cm21, but the value of (T2pc)21 is equal to
3.08 cm21.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

It is shown that the Raman frequency of nitrogen
creases as a function ofxM . Four contributions to the fre
quency shift can be distinguished in the MD simulation
namely the external force acting along the molecular a
the derivative of the external force along the axis, t
vibration–rotation~VR! coupling, and the dispersion corre
tion ~DC!. The first contributions are positive, the VR co
pling is always negative, and the DC is negative for t
systems discussed in this work. The contribution of the
coupling does not depend on the composition. The sim
tions show that the first two contributions are hardly sen
tive to the composition. Therefore, the change in Raman
quency is mainly caused by the change in the DC. T
contribution of the dispersive term of nitrogen in neon
considerably smaller than that of nitrogen in pure nitrog
but larger than that of nitrogen in helium.16 The DC corrects
for the difference in the intermolecular potential of an e
cited and a nonexcited molecule.6 For example, it is known
that the polarizability increases at excitation. This expla
the fact that this contribution is the largest for pure nitrog
and the lowest for nitrogen in helium, since the polarizabil
of nitrogen is larger, and the polarizability of helium
smaller than that of neon. Analogous to the system heliu
nitrogen, in neon–nitrogen the Raman frequency is lin
dependent on the volume fraction, but not on the mole fr
tion. This indicates that, for this system, the volume fract
is indeed a more suitable order parameter than the m
fraction.

Since direct information is not available, the DC of n
trogen in neon has been determined using the Raman
quency of nitrogen infinitely diluted in neon at 296 K. Th
DC for pure N2 at 296 K has been determined previous
However, the calculated peak positions for all other com
sitions are in good agreement with experiment, also
408 K.

Experimentally, a large increase of the Raman linewi
is observed forxM50.65, compared toxM50.10, 0.95, and
pure nitrogen. For example, the spectral width ofxM50.65
is almost twice as large as that ofxM50.95.

The linewidth, obtained by the Fourier transform of t
relaxation function, is in good qualitative, and reasona
quantitative agreement with experiment. The pressure, t
perature, and concentration dependence are the same a
served experimentally. It is interesting to note that the cal
lated FWHM shows a sharp increase as a function
pressure forxM50.13, in conformity with experiment. The
calculated linewidth is slightly larger than the experimen
width, but since this is also the case for pure nitrogen,
deviation is systematic and does not essentially affect
composition dependence. The maximum in the calcula
linewidth occurs atxM'0.65, andxv'0.5. This confirms
loaded 24 May 2011 to 131.155.151.8. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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that the volume fraction is a more suitable order parame
than the mole fraction for the description of concentrati
fluctuations.

For pure nitrogen, and nitrogen infinitely diluted in neo
the calculated line is in agreement with the Kubo predictio
for the fast modulation regime (Dtc!1):8 a Lorentzian
shape, with a FWHM equal to 2D2tc . In the intermediate
concentration range inhomogeneous broadening has
found: The shape starts to deviate from a Lorentzian sha
and gets a Gaussian component. The linewidth is no lon
determined by the relation 2D2tc . In addition, the relaxation
functions of the mixtures clearly show a nonexponential
cay for smallt @Fig. 7~a!#. Therefore, when employing Eq
~3!, which is only valid for the fast modulation regime, to
large values for the linewidth are obtained. As already c
cluded in paper I, the Kubo parameter is not an unambigu
criterion for the fast modulation regime. For example,
Table I it is shown that the calculated line shape of pu
nitrogen at 4.35 GPa and 408 K, with a Kubo parameter
0.12, still has a Lorentzian line shape with a FWHM equal
2D2tc , while the calculated line shape of 66 mol % neon
2.4 GPa and 408 K, with a Kubo parameter of 0.10 devia
from a Lorentzian shape and the width is no longer de
mined by 2D2tc .

The dephasing time, calculated from the relaxation fu
tion, is 8.7 ps for pure N2 and 6.74 ps forxM50.66; the
values for tc are 0.0736 and 0.1337 ps, respective
Gayathri and Bagchi9 attribute the deviation from the Kubo
theory~the subquadraticn dependence of the linewidth of th
overtones! to the fact that in CH3I the time scales of the
frequency correlation (tc) and of the dephasing (T2) are not
widely separated as in N2. Indeed for N2 the ratioT2 /tc is
about 23 times larger than for CH3I. However, for N2 at 296
K and 2.4 GPa the ratio is only 1.8 times that of the mixtu
with xM50.66 at the same pressure and temperature but
there is a considerable deviation from the Kubo theory in
case of the mixture and not in N2. Also the other conditions
mentioned in Ref. 9~such as low frequency! are not fulfilled
and, in any case, the values are the same in pure nitrogen
in the mixtures. Clearly the problem is rather complicat
and there does not exist a simple rule. We suggest that in
case of the mixtures the deviation from Kubo theory is due
the fact that thetc of the DC, having a non-Gaussion tim
dependence, is comparable to thetc of the first-order term
~E1–E1 in Table II! which has a Gaussian time dependen

In Ref. 1 it is stated that both density and concentrat
fluctuations originate in long-ranged attractive forces, a
that therefore both types of fluctuations should have the s
correlation time. It is also stated that the change in the a
plitude of modulation is responsible for the inhomogeneo
line broadening. The MD simulations enable us to study
underlying mechanisms of the concentration fluctuations
is shown that, for Ne–N2 mixtures, the increase of the line
width in the intermediate concentration range is caused by
increase of the correlation time,tc , rather than an increas
of the amplitude of modulation,D ~Fig. 5!. The correlation
time of the concentration fluctuations is much longer th
that of the density fluctuations, since the total correlat
time increases more than a factor of 3 in the mixture.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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mentioned before, the external axial forces on the molec
and the derivative of this force are hardly sensitive to
composition. Therefore, the increase in linewidth for the
termediate compositions is caused by the increase of the
relation time of the self- and cross correlations of the DC.
Fig. 8~a! the contributions to the frequency autocorrelati
function for a MD simulation withxM50.66 at 296 K and
2.4 GPa have been plotted. It is shown that the correla
functions without the contribution of the dispersion corre
tion decay fast. In contrast, the self- and cross-correla
functions of the dispersion correction show a long tail. Bo
density and concentration fluctuations are dictated by di
sion mechanisms, however, the character of these me
nisms is clearly different. For concentration fluctuations
exchange of particles should occur, while for density fluct
tions small translational motions are sufficient.

In Fig. 8~b! the initial decay of the frequency autocorr
lation functions of nitrogen and of the mixture with 65
neon are compared. It is shown that the composition has
a small influence on the initial decay of the correlation fun
tion. The main difference is the very long tail in the mixtur
due to the dispersion correction@Fig. 8~a!#, which is not

FIG. 8. ~a! Contributions to the autocorrelation function of the vibratio
frequency of N2 in Ne–N2 at 296 K and 2.4 GPa and forxM50.66. Solid
line, contribution of the self- and cross correlations of the DC. Dashed l
the autocorrelation function without the contribution of the self- and cro
correlations of the DC.~b! Initial part of the frequency autocorrelation func
tions at 2.4 GPa and 296 K. Solid line: pure nitrogen; dashed line: 6
neon.
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present in pure nitrogen.11 It should be noted that it is diffi-
cult to decide whether the initial part is Gaussian or not. T
total correlation function is the sum of at least ten contrib
tions ~including cross terms!. The shape of these individua
contributions is very different, e.g., the cross correlatio
with the vibration–rotation are always negative.11 This is
already the case in the fast modulation regime.

The fact that the concentration dependence of the dis
sive energy is the main contribution to line broadening d
to concentration fluctuations might explain the apparent d
crepancy between the simulations of Gallego, Sumoza,
Blanco2 and the experimentally observed line broadening
Ref. 3 and in this work. The simulations on hard sphe
systems show a slight shift of the maximum in concentrat
fluctuations to smaller concentrations of the smaller m
ecule. Only for large differences in molecular diameters d
a considerable shift occur. For example, for hard sphere
tems with a diameter ratio equal to that of neon–nitrog
namely 0.74, the shift to lower concentrations would
hardly detectable. Thus, if there is any effect due to the
pulsive forces, this effect will be quite small. It was alrea
suggested by Schweizer and Chandler17 that attractive forces
play an important role in inhomogeneous line broadeni
Therefore, the hard sphere system is not an appropr
model for real systems, where the dispersion correction
sults in a shift of the maximum in linewidth to larger con
centrations of the smaller molecule.

For neon–nitrogen mixtures, withxM50.65 and 0.95, it
is shown experimentally that the width decreases as a fu
tion of temperature. Previous theories predict an increas
at least a constant value of the FWHM as a function ofT,
except when the critical point is approached.18,19The present
simulations provide us with more detailed information abo
the different contributions to the width. The linewidth wi
increase when the amplitude of modulation,D, or the corre-
lation time, tc , increases. In Fig. 5 it is shown thatD in-
creases, andtc decreases as a function of temperature in
whole concentration range. In the intermediate concentra
rangetc is much larger. Therefore, the decrease oftc as a
function of temperature has a larger effect on the linewidth
intermediate concentrations than for pure nitrogen and
diluted system. This results in a relatively large decrease
the width as a function of temperature in the intermedi
concentration range~Fig. 6!.
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